
 

 

BROOMSTICK
L O N G  P U T T E R

HEAD AVAILABILITY HEAD WEIGHT LOFT LIE WEIGHT SCREW LENGTH OFFSET

Broomstick DB 450 3 78 2x 15g 48, 50 Full Shaft
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Starting at 48” long, our Broomstick putter certainly stands out. 
The “broomstick” or “long putter” alternative method skyrocket-
ed in popularity throughout the 1990’s, 2000’s, and until the 
recent anchoring ban. While the act of anchoring is banned, long 
putters are conforming
 
Tour players around the world have used Broomstick putters 
without anchoring, and they've had a lot of success doing it! As 
long as your top hand is separated from your body, this method 
is a completely legal stroke. Now we’re bringing all of these 
performance benefits into our 2-Ball Ten head shape that’s 
incredibly popular on Tour. If you struggle with your putting, this 
could be just what you're looking for!
 

Legendary Alignment and Shaping
We’ve enhanced the Ten shape that’s incredibly popular on Tour 
and with golfers, making it sleeker and more forgiving. This is our 
best 2-Ball model ever, and these features are engineered to help 
you frame the ball at address with your intended line. 
 
Adjustable Weighting
The sole of our Broomstick putters are designed with adjustable 
weight screws to enhance stability for a more consistent stroke.
 
Broomstick Shaft
The Broomstick putter is engineered with a lengthened shaft to 
retain the performance benefits of an anchored stroke. Available 
in 48” and 50”.

NOT available in left hand.

 



ARM LOCK
L O N G  P U T T E R

HEAD AVAILABILITY HEAD WEIGHT LOFT LIE WEIGHT SCREW LENGTH OFFSET

Armlock DB 385 7 72 2x 15g 40, 42 Full Shaft
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Available in left hand.

 

Since the anchoring ban a few years ago, golfers have been 
looking to find alternative methods to improve their putting. Arm 
Lock is the hottest Alternative Putting option on Tour, and it's an 
innovative, conforming design that still retains the benefits of an 
anchored putter. Now we’re bringing all of these performance 
benefits into our new 2-Ball Ten head shape that’s incredibly 
popular on Tour. 
 
The elongated shaft and 7 degrees of loft allow the shaft to rest 
against the inside of the golfer's left arm without anchoring to 
your body. And this mallet head provides legendary 2-Ball 
alignment and a super high MOI shape to help improve your 
performance. If you want more confidence from a long putter, 
you need to roll an Arm Lock.

Legendary Alignment and Shaping
We’ve enhanced the Ten shape that’s incredibly popular on Tour 
and with golfers, making it sleeker and more forgiving. This is our 
best 2-Ball model ever, and these features are engineered to help 
you frame the ball at address with your intended line. 
 
Adjustable Weighting
The sole of our Arm Lock putters are designed with adjustable 
weight screws to enhance stability for a more consistent stroke. 
These models include two 15 gram weight screws.
 
Arm Lock Shaft
The Arm Lock putter is engineered with a lengthened shaft to 
retain the performance benefits of an anchored stroke. Available 
in 40” and 42”.


